The Mirror Strategy of Nanoparticles Against the Coronavirus.
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Abstract:

Research on the chemical mechanism and reciprocal behavior of the coronavirus relate to living organisms, engaging in the give and take of electrochemical mediators, is a very important, controversial and vital issue. What we should accept is the chemical identity of this scenario, and not preferably a characteristic of a biological system. This chemical reaction should be familiar, referring to the theory of chemical pathways involved in DNA/proteins in the body against aggressive guests (such as viruses). From the point of view of a chemist, this simple reaction is nothing more than an oxidation-reduction reaction (redox-stress signaling) which conducted and carried out by coronavirus in a biointerface medium. Thereby, oxidizing as well as reducing reagents should be very constructive, promoting development in such chemical process. We understand redox reactions as switchable thiol/disulfide exchanges (formation and cleavage of inherent disulfide bonds), then, we can hugely profit from redox-responsive nano-surfaces equipped with multiple new ionic and covalent interactions. This game-changing idea can substantiate by surface modified-nanoparticles to play powerful roles in synthesis of nanooxidizers as well as reducing agents in nanomedicine. Chemists and pharmacists must then explore new thoughts and present modern experiences/approaches of preparation nanoparticles and nanocomposites to create novel vaccines as well as coronavirus drugs. In this regard, this experience can also be so helpful for HIV/AIDS, which is caused by viruses.
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New ideas in covid-19 by chemists:
(a): To achieve the long-term goals in the future, trust the new and advanced knowledge of nanotechnology and nanomedicine.

In this part of proposal, we try to identify the nano-oxidizer and nano-reducing constituents. Many oxidizing nanoparticles (NPs), such as various quantum dot semiconductor NPs (ZnO), iron oxide NPs, and all metal oxide NPs, can play very influential roles in a reversible redox [1]. Oxidizing NPs must be able to gain electrons and initiate oxidation reactions, and then reduce themselves. Strong reducing NPs must be able to give electrons and carry out reduction reaction, then oxidize themselves. Relying on our expertise and knowledge of surface modifications of NPs, as an effective reductant, we suggest carbon nanotubes (CNTs) NPs which their surfaces have been functionalized with Cu NPs, Ag NPs, Au NPs (but these are not economical enough), or just by functional groups of −COOH (carboxyl), and −RCONH2 (amide) since they can be reduced to CO2 and aldehydes, respectively.

Herein, CNTs NPs alone and without surface modifications could not be a strong enough reductant to give electrons to protein cell membrane of coronavirus structure. As this is a new experience, for providing more confidence that CNTs NPs will impart reducing role, we suggest to modify its surface. Besides CNTs NPs alone could be toxic and insoluble in water-based solutions, being not an eco-friendly agent. We suggest with −COOH modification (for example from oleic acid (C18-COOH) or soya green fatty acid (C18), remove the problem of toxicity and solvation, but more importantly help the CNTs NPs to release/donate electrons to virus’ amino acids.

(b): The effect of covid-19 (as a terrible virus) on the body.

The virus covid-19 has a chemical structure with a protein coating (aminoacid groups) [2-3]. This protein coating is called a capsid and a lipid membrane also surrounds the protein coating. Inside this protein coating are nucleic acids (polymers) with long chains and high molecular weight composed of nucleotides. Each nucleotide consists of the following parts: a phosphoric acid molecule, a C5 sugar molecule, and an organic base containing nitrogen molecule. On the other hand, nucleic acids are single or double strands of DNA or RNA that contain vital virus information. Recently, some of scientists believe that viruses are living organisms due to their DNA and RNA and the growth and proliferation in other organisms as guests. The covid-19 virus, as well as HIV, destroys the human immune system and T cells in the body [4-5]. Knowing that viruses have always been said not to be alive, but with these sudden mutations and changes in the functioning of the human body, it can be imagined that the virus could be a living donor. Giving electrons is an entrance to the topic of reduction reactions and dynamic properties that are kept employing in natural systems. As part of a host–guest chemistry, amino-acids of virus can give some electrons to the host (such as disulfide bond linkage in protein cysteine residues) and reduce them and oxidize itself. Therefore, in proposed chemical process, covid-19 virus (or HIV virus) is a strong reducing agent against disulfides, whereas disulfide bonds are destabilized and broken to thiol radicals in vivo [6]. It is actually possible to consider this theory that a regenerative virus enters the host protein membrane, and tries to damage the folding body of vital proteins, damaging/breaking the -S-S-protein disulfide bonds. The result is generation of sulfhydryls (thiols)
or their anion radicals [7]. The thiol group represents the “−2 oxidation state” of the sulfur atom. Figure 1 can show this total vital chemical reaction.

\[
R-S-S-R + n e^- \quad (n: \text{number of electrons originates from coronavirus as a reducing agent})
\]

\[
\rightarrow R-SH + SH-R \quad \text{(thiol products)}
\]

(The destroyer reduction chemical reaction)

\[
R-S-H + R-S-H + \text{Nanoparticles as a suitable strong oxidant} \rightarrow R-S-S-R + 2H^+ + 2e^-
\]

(The restorative oxidation reaction by nanoparticles)

Thus, viruses play a destructive role in the body's vital proteins, and it can continue to destroy all the body's folding protein structures. Finally, the thiol-disulfide exchange rearrangements would be finished by powerful nanoparticles.

Figure 1. Strong NPs as an oxidant nanoagents are able to oxidize (to gain electron) sulfidryl groups or thiols (R-SH) and produce disulfide (R–S-S-R) bonds in biological systems. However, covalent disulfide bonds can be reduced (cleaves) by a reducing agent (such as a virus as a reductant) and generates two radicals of thiols and denatures a protein. This oxidation-reduction reaction can be cyclic and switchable.

(c): To automatically "mirror" the strategy executed by the virus.

The final nanofluid drug must have two very individual properties of nano-oxidant, and nano-reductant NPs together in a polar solution. Because, they should impart both important oxidation and reduction roles against the complex virus. When the virus attack to the vital cross folding proteins in DNA, they break disulfide -S-S- bond to thiol –RS⁰ [8,9,10]. S⁰ refers to (free radical). As a mirror strategy, smart reducing NPs (such as CNT-COOH) attack to a virus that has nested in a safe place in the human body and give it an electron, and at the end of the process, the disulfide...
bonds inside virus’ protein coating would be broken. That is, indeed, the same problem that the destructive virus causes in the human body (a reduction state) and disrupts the immune system, and now is precisely imitated by novel powerful NPs (that carry reductant agents), against an uninvited guest (virus). Like a “mirror trading strategy” that allows us to copy the function of experienced and successful virus (as a natural system) and implement the same trades, in almost real time. Despite this tactic, the work of nanodrug is still remained; i.e. in-situ chemical oxidation/engineering issue by releasing electrons [11]. Herein, oxidant NPs (such as ZnO & Fe₃O₄) play an effective role in oxidizing/repairing major damaged bonds in body that causes by reductant virus, repairing thiols to disulfide bonds. Therewith, the disulfide bonds are produced again and this is a thermodynamically favored process. Then, the reaction of virus and our smart NPs against each other is only a simple-complex chemical reaction of oxidation and reduction. The NPs should be energetic, fine sized, stable and not decompose during the redox reaction. This principle should be followed to fight with the viruses of AIDS, SARS and influenza, as well.

(d) The extensive mutations create a very problematic state.

Inside the gene of this virus 345 type of mutations have been reported, and new complex mutations are still on the way. Such virus mutations could be accompanied by genetic code mutations in human (such as changes in the amino acids of vital proteins or conversion of thiamine (vitamin B1) to guanine (one of the four nucleobases in the nucleic acid of DNA) [12] which lead to a pathogenicity even much higher than influenza. By changing the amino acid key, patients become more prone to inflammation and pulmonary attacks and bleeding. These symptoms indicate that we are dealing with a virus that is constantly changing and each time shows itself in a new way.

(e) Drug nanoformulation development against coronavirus.

In our proposed nanoformulation, the ZnO quantum dot nanoparticles (ZnO Q-Dots NPs) are extremely fine, very energetic, and a strong oxidizer (zinc metal can change from 2⁺ to 4⁺ in an ionic condition). Such Q-Dots employed to form disulfides covalent bonds, by producing reactive oxygen species (ROS), and support the protein folding process. Fe₃O₄ NPs is also an assistant agent for the ZnO Q-Dots NPs, where Fe₃O₄ can attack in parallel with ZnO NPs or can support the ZnO NPs attacks [13]. The actual mechanism of action related to the presence of different nanoparticles in a nanofluid is still unknown. These two sets consist the oxidant part of the nanoformulation drug. On the other hand, attacking to the virus membrane, and destroying the virus’ DNA structure, can also be found in CuO NPs researches [14,15].

The reduction part of our formulation is in charge with CNTs, which has been modified by a fatty acidic agent. The surface modified CNTs with carboxylic acid is the best option as a reducer agent, especially if the CNTs diameter is such small to be in range of 10-15 nm.

Remarkably, the proposed redox theory can also be true in relation to cancer cells that originate from virus. Also, the NPs can combat with bacteria and fungi during a simple chemical redox
reaction, as well. Hence, the term of bombardment of virus by NPs is completely wrong. If the NPs with very small sizes, such as quantum dots [16,17], could be able to penetrate into host cell membranes of virus/bacteria/fungi [18,19,20] and create a hydrogen bonding with the cell membrane’s proteins, they will destroy the structural bonds through oxidation-reduction communications and also inhibit post-attachment virus replications. However, we add that individual NPs should necessarily be able to form and produce reactive oxygen species (ROS) factors as well, like semiconductor TiO₂, and ZnO NPs [21,22]. Based on our multiple experiences and findings, Ag, Sn, and Cu may produce toxicity against human body, therefore it is proposed to do not use these metals alone. Therefore, we suggest that, these metals should be applied as NPs or as a modifying agent over the powerful CNTs NPs, graphene oxide (GO), and other safe hybrid nanomaterials and biocompatible nanopolymers [22]. With this strategy (while using water-based solutions) such synthesized nanocomposites would not be toxic anymore for human body [22]. This significant proposal can be applied for the development of vaccines and treatments against HIV/AIDS, and some subtypes of influenza virus and COVID-19.

When NPs are capable of establishing the electrons and free radicals, they can perform redox. **why?** Because: 1- in chemical oxidation reaction, the NPs must take electrons and oxide the opposite side agent and 2- in reduction reaction must donate the electrons and reduce the opposite side component. Such displacement of electrons is responsible for the energetic nanoparticles.

It may be a question that if the AIDS virus or COVID-19 are reducer agents, since they have a protein cover, then, they should reduce the disulfide bonds of themselves (which means they act against themselves)? In response, it should be said that in laws of chemistry this theory is basically not true. There is no example of an oxidizing or reducing agent that perform these properties against themselves. If there is an oxidizer, it oxidizes the opposite side component, and not itself. Therefore, the COVID-19 virus, never destroys its disulfide protein bonds. This means that it does not reduce itself.

Attacking the ions of CuO NPs to the COVID-19 virus's membrane, and destroying the virus' DNA structure can be also supportive findings for NP’s antiviral effects [14,15].

**Conclusions and future perspectives.**

Lessons can be learned from examining the redox reactions initiated and conducted by coronavirus as a type of natural systems. As a responsive strategy, we synthesized NPs, modified their surfaces to be either effective oxidizer or reductant, and formulated as a nanofluid as a reactive anti-covid-19. The first step to achieve an effective nanodrug is to determine the toxicity of the drug and detect the lowest and highest doses for the animal model. With the similar chemical predictions of this short manuscript but in solid tumors, as a very successful report for breast cancer cell line (MCF-7), we performed MTT assay test, the doses were determined and the IC50 were evaluated in different concentrations and at three times. For animal models and in vivo tests, IC50 were evaluated as 62.1, 57.4 and 55.7 µg/ml for 24, 48, and 72 h and the range of doses were 5-50 µg/ml. With this background, our synthesized anti-COVID-19 is currently being tested on human tissues, which can be applied to treat volunteer patients once the results are available.
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